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fast an’ the ol’ bar done so too, all the really, I wanted to see some of those
time a growlin’ like thunder. Deck says wonderful objects that were so common
’T W I X T TW O F IR E S .
R. L. L.
he must have run half a mile and was with them.
Newark, Oct. 11.
pesky nigh petered an’ he hadn’ t gained
A V is ito r’s Experience at the on the bar an inch. He begun to think
it was all day with him, when he run
H ands of a Couple of
LO O K IN G F O R LA N D .
into a lot of his missin’ sheep, an’ that
Eager Guides.
ruther s’ prised the ol’ bar an’ Deck got
away. He says ’ twas the biggest bar he
HAD tramped through the Adiron
P ulp M en Prospecting F o r A v a il
ever seen, an’ he’ s saw lot’ s of ’em up
dacks, camped for weeks in the wilds
able Stock in N o rth e rn
thar. Thar ain’ t no place w har bars be
of Canada, hunted in the forests of
so thick as up ’round Ephraim’ s Ridges;
F ra n k lin .
Michigan, enjoyed the wildness of Cali
’ tain’ t safe for a man to go thar alone
fornia’ s mountains, spent a year in India,
no how.
where I shot a tiger and saw hundreds of
P h il l ip s , Me., Oct. 15, (Special).—Geo.
Jim.—“ That’ s so, an’ Whit Oakes sez he
the most venomous of snakes. In fact I
T. Crawford and son, of Boston, have
had passed a large portion of my life out hearn wolves up that way from his camp been staying at the Phillips Hotel for a
of doors and away from the haunts of on the pond.”
few days. Mr. Crawford, senior, is with
Jack.—“ That so? Great Gosh! Would
men. Some of the time 1 had company,
the Fall Mountain Paper Company, who
n’ t catch me in thar alone, not ’f I know
but oftener I was alone.
have large interests in wfild lands in
myself, and I’ m rather inclined to think I
Of course in all this time I had experi
Maine, a portion of them being located in
do.”
enced many hardships and met my share
this section. They are here for the pur
Jim.—“
Last
April,
George
D.
went
up
of “ hair breadth” escapes, especially at
pose of examining the lands and possibly
one time when I was captured by a war in thar to look after crust hunters, an’ he operating the Saunders Mill the coming
party of Sioux Indians out among the hearn the allfiredest screechin’ he ever winter. Messrs. Crawford, while in this
hearn. He thinks ’ t must have been a
Black Hills.
section, thoroughly looked over the CarI did not start to tell any of these panther an’ he seen where he jumped, over rabassett region.
stories, however, but only to give a little eighteen feet clear, an’ he broke through
Hon. W aldo Pettengill,' of Rumford
insight, as to my previous life, that the the crust ev’ry time. He measured whar Falls, was also in town the past week, on
he
had
laid
in
the
snow,
over
seven
feet
following incident may seem to the reader,
the same mission. He represents the
much as it did to me at the time it took long.”
Rumford Falls Paper Co., a company
Jack.—“ By mighty, I know all ’ bout
place.
which already owns extensive lands in
him.
I
hearn
him
onct.
Great
gee-whitIt was in Rangeley. I had arrived the
Letter E and No. 6, and while here had a
night before with a large party of sports aker. Makes my blood run cold to weather-eye out for desirable bargains.
think
on
it.
My
li&r
stood
up
on
end
an’
men, who were now busy engaging guides,
Mr. Pettengill, speaking of the operations
and questioning them about their ability it ain’ t got down whar it uset to be yet. of the R. F. P. Co., says that his company
An’
he
lives
right
roun’
thar
all
the
time.”
to find the largest and gamiest trout in
will this winter put in 21 millions of
Jim.—“ Ever see any snakes in that cedar spruce and 8 millions of birch. The spruce
the region. All was excitement, as party
after party made preparations and left for swamp at the head of John’ s Pond?”
will come from the following places: Let
their various points.
Jack.—“ Snakes! Holy Moses! I’ ll bate ter D, 6 mil.; Letter E, 4; No. 6, 8; Byron,
It was my intention to strike off alone, I seen tw o hundred there one afternoon,— 3. The branch lines from Houghton’s
taking a limited supply of food, trusting milk adders an’ water snakes,—one of ’em are nearly completed.
Blanchard &
to rifle or rod, or to the chance of finding was eight feet long if he was an inch, an’ Twitchell’ s eight-mile branch will be ready
some of the many camps with which the you have to go through that swamp to in two.weeks, while on Ward Bros’ , fourcounti’y between Rangeley and the Can get to Kennebager.”
mile branch the finishing touches are being
ada line is filled.
Jim.—Funny whatever became ’ o that given.
Soon I was the sole occupant of the New York feller that started alone to go
piazza, save a guide who had failed to through to Seven Ponds that way last F ra n k H aynes and H aynes Landing.
“ get a job .” We were soon in conversa year. He never shown up to Richardson’s To the Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
tion and I was asking questions relative nor none of Ed. Grant’ s folks never seen
A paragraph in th e » R a n g e l e y L a k e s
to the surrounding wilderness and stated him neither.”
of last week reminds me to say that the
that I intended to make the journey all
Jack.—“ I alters thought that skilling- landing at the north end of Lake Moosethrough the section and perhaps extend ton Rufe Crosby an’ the man he wrar lookmeguntic was named for Mr. Frank
it east as far as Moosehead. When I guiding seen, war liisn.”
Haynes, who more than sixty years ago
told him I should need no guide, he was
Jim.—“ Some on ’em thought he tried to settled on the westerly shore of the lake and
surprised and said it was very dangerous swim ercrosst the pond arter he’ d seen made a farm there. He had previously been
to attempt such a trip alone; that a per them snakes.”
a sailor, but Dr. Adams of Boston, Hay
son unaccustomed to this region would
Jack.—“ ’ Tain’ t n oplace fur er man to nes’ s brother-in-law, induced him to cast
go alone any way.”
surely get lost.
anchor in the Rangeley wilderness. I can
Finding me determined in my plans, he
Jim.—“ Then up thar to Hanted Pond, remember when a neat white and thor
left me.
where that Injun squaw was murdered. oughly furnished house and outbuildings
Half au hour or so later, another guide They ain’ t a guide or man, in the whole occupied the first clearing. Dr. Adams had
appeared. He carelessly dropped into a region, If would go thar alone. They say a scheme to people the great lake with
seat near me and began filling his pipe. the squaw’s ghost walks oh top o’ the geese, but the pioneer birds transported
Soon guide No. 1, came up and tipped water whenever a person comes nigh thar. there did not multiply and replenish in
She’s waitin’ fer her lover, the man what accordance with his hopes.
back in a chair on the other side.
Then began the fun. I will, to dis killed her.”
Haynes married Miss Lydia Oakes, a sis
An hour later, when, with a well filled ter of the late John Oakes, who succeeded
tinguish them, designate them as Jack
and Jim, not that their names in any way knapsack on my back, my rifle hanging Haynes on the lake farm about 50 years
resemble those, but that the dialogue from my shoulder and a telescope rod for ago as the tenant of Daniel Burnham, to
which followed may be understood. a staff, I bid good-bye to landlord Mar whom Haynes had sold for 8100.
Guide No. 1, was Jack, but Jiny opened ble and walked past the two guides, I
Haynes died many years ago, leaving a
heard Jim say to Jack, “ ’ twant a darned widow and tw o sons. I believe Mrs.
the scene.
mite
o
’
use
was
it?”
Jim.—“ Say Jack; hear how Deck Quim
Haynes lives in New Haven, Conn. Her
Four weeks later I returned. I had eldest son is a wounded veteran of the
by got chased outen the woods night
been over Ephraim’ s Ridges, Spotted civil war.
afore las’ by a big b a r” ’
Jack.—“ No, not a sound, tell us ’ bout Mountain, through the swamp at John’s . Another occupant of the lake farm after
Pond, saw the Richardsons, stopped with Haynes, was J. G. Rich, the veteran hun
it.”
Jim.—“ He war in thar lookin’ fur some’r Ed. Grant, fished Haunted Pond, and, in ter, who afterwards occupied the old
bis sheep, an' long toward night, he seen fact every camp I could learn about, and Richardson place on the lake below, and
a big bar rise up right d o s t to him; he the only dangerous animal I saw was a and who now lives in Bethel. He moved
hadn’ t no gun nor nothin’ an’ the o l’ bar hedgehog. Not a bear, panther, snake, into tHe Rangeley wilderness nearly half
jus’ grinned at him. Thar want nothin’ wolf or ghost, on the whole trip.
a century ago, from Boston, where he
fur Deck to do but run. He was too
I looked up Jim and Jack and told them kept a book store.
solid to climb a tree, an’ he didn't have no of my wanderings, and when I came next4 Peter Haines, who moved from Phillips
time nuther, so he made tracks mighty year I would engage both of them, for to Rangeley in 1837,' had nothing to do
Written for Rangeley Lakes:
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with camp building at “ Haynes landing,”
which, by the way, should be spelt with a
y, as Frank Haynes spelled his name.
Z. T. H,

P hotograpic Relics of th e Past.
A couple of curious old photographs of
Phillips have just come to light. They
were taken in 1867, from the belfry of the
Union Church. One of them is a view up
Main Street. The principal feature on the
left, is the “ Old Wheeler Store.” Then
comes I. T. Lambert’s drug store, Ruel
Soule’ s barber shop and post office, Fuller’ s
hardware store and the Gleason house,
with a large maple tree in front. The
first four occupying the present position
of Beal Block, were all burned in the “ big
fire.”
On the other corner is the
old Dill store and the Darius Howard
store beyond. The next tw o have remained
unchanged. The Methodist Church which
was being built at this time, shows the
stagings up ready for the spire. This is
interesting, from the fact that it proves
beyond a doubt when the pictures were
made.
The other view looks across the river,
and has the old covered bridge that went
off in the freshet Oct. 4, 1869, as a central
figure. The old grist-mill, as well as
several other buildings stand the same as
at present, but the old potash building
just above Oakes’ house on the rock, has,"
been moved away.
The original photographs were found in
a house in W ilton by Mr. D. T. Libby,
who promptly took possession of them as
something decidedly unique.
To photograhers an albumen print 26
years old, so remarkably well preserved,
offers something highly interesting and
unusual, as the process only came in use
about 35 years ago.
Mr. A. S-. McKeen has reproduced the
pair of photographs, securing very clearcut negatives. He has already sold many
prints from these negatives. As relics of
the past they are souvenirs which every
old resident of this section will desire to
possess.

Hotel Notes.
The work progresses rapidly in all
directions. The kitchen is all boarded in
and shingling nearly done. The three
floors are divided in this manner. There
will be a hall extending through the
center of each floor leading from the main
house. The basement will contain, ser
vants dining-room, store-room, coldroom,’ lamp and ice room and laundry.
First floor is on a level with the dining
room of the new part and will be the
kitchen, divided into these rooms, scullery,
meats and vegetables, cake and pastry,
store room for fruits, etc., and a re
frigerator will be built back , connected
with the floor. On the second floor is the
family sitting-room with sleeping-rooms
off each end on the side facing the lake,
the other side will have tw o sleepingrooms and tw o bath-rooms. In the attic
are the servants rooms. The sills land
first floor of the new part are laid. Under
this is a large space to be used for wood.
The sewers are dug and the cess pools
under way. The Rangeley Mineral Spring
water will be brought in through an inch
iron pipe.

Sandy R iv e r P lantation.
O.
W. Russell, of Phillips, has let the
contract to build his cottage, to Geo. H.
Moores, for 8100. It will be 16 by 22 feet.
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E. Cullen, of Greenville, was in town
last week.
Andrew Aldrich is taking ^ m u rs e in
N. P. Noble, Esq., is in Boston foh'his
pharmacy.
fall purchases.
Fay Haines has been quite i^l during the
Moses W. Harden is again confined to
past week.
the house with rheumatism.
N. U. Hinkley, Esq., was in Boston,
Charlie Smith recently purchased a
last week.
4-year-old colt from Sylvanus Dunham.
F. E. Timberlake, Esq., was at home
Solomon Williams, of Augusta, has
over Sunday.
been visiting friends and relatives in
S. G. Haley has been confined to his town.
house for some time of late.
E. H. Shepard and family are moving
The selectmen are still undecided as to into their new house, which is nearly com
pleted.
what kind of guide boards to erect.
The experts that Mr. Austin sent to
The first whist party of the season was
look up the amount of birch about here,
held at the Elmwood, Friday evening.
Raffles are very frequent,—guns, watches arrived Monday.

P H IL L IP S L O C A LS .

and horses are disposed of in this manner.
The change of time on the Sandy River
road gives the travelers more time for
bi’eakfast.
If you want to hear spool business, and
birch, talked, just visit Phillips at the
present time.
Ed. Toothaker will open his store about
the middle of November,—just in time for
Thanksgiving.
These October rains, after such a dry
spell, make the nervous ones think of the
big freshet of 1869.
Warren Weeks, Esq., and wife, from
Farmington, are visiting their daughter,
Mrs. W. A. D. Cragin.
O. W. Russell has completed his stable
on Long Pond, it is 20 by 20 feet. He will
begfti on the cottage next.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Lewis, President
o f the Sandy River R. R., and Mrs George
Rogers, drove from Gardiner to Phillips,
Last week.
W ill Whitney came horrife from Botson
Tuesday, for a short stay. He has a very
good place as conductor on one of the
WTest End electrics.
W ill Staples did a fine job of repairing
on the big Phillips and Rangeley engine
Saturday. Some of the under works were
broken and he had to weld them; it was a
difficult job.
Mr. Harris, of West Farmington, recent
ly bought five head of cattle in town.
Among them were a yoke of oxen from
Frank Lowell, and one cow each from D.
D. Graffam and Nat Worthley.
It seems pretty certain now that H. B.
Austin, Esq., will locate his spool mill in
Phillips. When it is certain, let us have a
grand illumination and barbecue; kill the
fatted calf, and ask everybody in to the
feast.
In conversation with a Sandy River
Railroad man recently, R angeley L akes
was informed that it is quite certain that
inside a year a narrow gauge road will be
built from Waterville to Farmington.
Then from the former city to some point
on the line of the Wiscassett & Quebec,
which would give a narrow gauge line
from Rangeley to the sea. This was out
lined in R angeley L akes some weeks
ago, and the advantages to the Rang,eley
regions shown. It would draw from Ken
nebec and Somerset counties, hundreds of
sportsmen who now go in other directions,
and would make a most interesting route
at any time.
Fred Fairbanks, oldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Fairbanks, living in the Winship District of Phillips, was frightfully
shot last Wednesday by the accidental
discharge of a gun. He and his younger
brother, Chester, were driving up toward
the W ood place and had a double barreled
shotgun with them. Arriving at a gate
one of them started to get down to open
it but in so doing discharged both barrels
of the gun. The charges, including shot,
powder and wadding, were blown into the
shoulder of the elder boy. They drove as
quickly as possible to the home of Adel
phus Parker where everything that could
be done till the arrival of a physician was
attended to. Dr. Palmer dressed the
wound and pronounced it exceedingly dan
gerous,

Galen C. Moses, president of the Rum
ford Falls & Rangeley Lakes R. R., was
registered at Phillips Hotel Friday.
Alton Brown has been out of the Cream
ery store for a week, driving about the
country on the Company’ s business.
Spool Mill Notes.
A t the special town meeting Saturday
afternoon there was a large attendance,
but not the slightest opposition. By a
unanimous vote it was decided to exempt
from taxation, for a period of ten years
from the first of January, 1896, the mill
plant of Austin & Co., of Weld, in the
event of their locating in Phillips.
It seems so near a certainty that the
Austin Spool Mill will locate in Phillips
this fall, that residents may be pardoned if
they exercise their seeming right and feel
very jubilant over the bright outlook.
There are now about fifty names on the
guarantee bond to furnish the mill with
one thousand cords of birch each year for
ten years. It will crush all monopoly in
the birch business and farmers will feel a
little more independent. They will also
have the cash to buy what they choose
and where they choose.
Our people do not want to get the idea
that the spool mill will build up the town
so that a city charter will be needed very
soon. One swallow does not make a sum
mer, but it tends to break up tho monot
ony of a cold winter, and prepares the
way for a more enjoyable season. Now
let us. see that the spool mill is not the
only sign of prosperity, but keep our eyes
open to see, and our arms outstretched to
welcome, others to our midst.

E a rly D ays iu No. 6, and B e rlin .
To the Editors of Rangeley Lakes:
I have just been reading, with lively
interest, the recalling of “ Early Days”
in the letter of my old friend Major Dill
as published in your paper of recent date.
The Major calls in question my Christian
naming of one Sturtevant. I may have
been mistaken in thinking there was a
Lot. My sister, Elvira’ s recollection is
that there were both an Ichabod and a
Lot, the latter being the younger brother.
The one to whom I referred was a
preacher of what he pretended to believe
was the gospel of his Lord and Master.
He was at work (in haying) for my
father when he boasted of having com
posed the poem cited by me, in my former
letter.
Mrs. Doctress Ballon might have fairly
claimed to be the forerunner of the host of
“ lady” physicians now on the march.
Both the Major and myself have omit
ted many names of the early settlers.
There were the Carr’s, Heath’ s, Berry’s,
Orr’ s, Gould’s, Asa, the father, Nelson,
George, Hannah, Harriett and many
another. They removed to Farmington.
I remember being at the raising of a
barn for Charles Heath. He wras one of
the men aloft. He had imbibed courage
from the ardent. A tall post stood up
right, ready to take its beam. Heath
also stood erect upon that beam’s end,
holding to nothing with his hands, and
swayed forth and back. The act looked
boogerisli to me!
William Smith (in the Carr neighbor
hood), Joel Chandler, Wm. Kempton, Jr.,

Seth, his brother, and Charles Wilson
married Staekjxtles. William and Seth
were famous tenor drummers. How they
used to rattle and roll off their beats at
the militia trainings. Wilson ran the
first (and if I iLffi not mistaken the only)“ store” which Berlin ever had. It was
pretty faithfully patronized by Moses
Berry, whose faithful name was accus
tomed to conduct him safely home, some
times at dark, cold, snow-stormy mid
night.
One Orr and Sam Thorn had a
slight unpleasantness. A lawsuit was
the result. Orr, not very much hurt, was
the prosecutor.
He employed Judge
Sherburne to manage for him. “ Square”
Joshua Randall was (I believe, volun
teered to be) Thorn’ s defender. William
Kempton’ s wife, residing about a furlong
from Orr’s, was a witness. She testified
to seeing the striking of Thorn by the
goad-stick. Sherburne doubted her abil
ity to discover the instrument at her dis
tance away. Her answer was that it
shone in the sunlight. Randall put in his
paddle, maintaining that much use of the
stick would’ cause it to reflect the sun’ s
rays in the manner stated. Thorn was
acquitted.
G. W. E veleth .
Denver, Col., Oct. 3.

WRIT E R S CRAMP.

!» Is Not Restricted to Writers, but At
tacks Artists and Musicians Also.
Of interest to every literary worker Is
Kenyon West’s long article on “ Writer’s
Cramp, Its Recognition and Prevention,”
in a recent number of Tho Writer. “ Writ
er’s cramp, in one of its gravest fohm-. ”
he says, “ is a spasmodic action of tho
muscles of the hand or forearm which have
been concerned in tho act of writing, so
that if tho writer attempts to hold the pen
and use it in the same way to which ha
has always accustomed himself, the fingers
refuse to obey tho command of the will,
and writing is rendered impossible. Tho
term is not the best one which could bo
chosen. First, because even in the ad
vanced stages of the paralytic forms of tho
disease there is never a symptom of cramp
or spasm, and, second, because it is not
restricted to writers, but takes in those
muscular and nervous disorders and dis
turbances of movement which afflict mu
sicians, artists and others.” His paper is,
however, devoted entirely to tho appear
ance of the affliction in writers. “ No two
cases of writer’s cramp aro precisely
alike,” he continues, “ either in their sub
jective effects or in their visible manifesta
tions ”
Tho first part of the article is devoted to
the first symptoms and different forms of
the disease; the second, to its prevention,
Redington Notes.
alleviation and cure. “ Physicians pre
scribe perfect rest,” which is, of course, in
Dr. Palmer was in Redington, Friday.
most cases out of tho question, and there
Mrs. Drisco went to Phillips, Saturday. fore Mr. West describes the different de
Only a week’s more sawing in the pond. vices by which writer’s cramp can bo pre
Mrs. F. E. Lambert was at Rangeley vented. Tho penholder must be hold in
different ways—between the thumb and
Friday.
the first finger, between tho first and mid
A. J. Toothaker is at Phillips for a short dle fingers, between the middle and fourth
fingers, etc. Holders should never be
rest.
Henry Davis, wife and child, were at smooth and of various sizes. Cork holders
are preferable, and changes can bo made
Rangeley Thursday.
by tying two of them together, etc. Wom
Sunday’ s rain sent the water booming en should take care not to wear tight
sleeves while writing, the arm should bo
down over the sluice-way.
kept warm, tho height and slant of w rit
I.
L. McKinney has moved his family
ing desk or table should be observed— in
into the McDonnell house.
short, a hundred trifles go to make up the
They have beeu poling in all the logs ounce of prevention that is better than the
pound of cure. Interesting, also, are the
around the edge of the pond.
descriptions, with illustrations of the dif
Fred Dunham’ s father, sister and little ferent instruments invented for tho use of
child, from Danville Junction, are visiting those who suffer from the disease.— Critic.
him.
The heavy timbers on which the RangeCARE OF T H E BABY.
ley Lake House is to move have been
Everybody Has a Different Bit of Advice
sawed. They are big fellows.
For the Young Mother.
There is a feeling of unrest among the
I have been talking with a young moth
workmen. The lumber is fast being used, er about her baby, writes a woman. She
and as yet no sign of getting ready to put tells me thero is nothing in the world
about which every one is willing to give
in any more this winter.
A. J. Toothaker, superintendent of the so much free information aftd advice as
upon this subject of a now baby. One
Redington farm, reports that this year’ s woman who comes in to call upon her
crop of potatoes is 300 bushels less than looks the baby over and says, “ You pin it
last year’ s 1000-bushel mark.
too tight.” Then she unpins its surcingle
Fon Moores has recently built two very and things, and the next woman who
pretty bamboo easels. Unless he told you, comes in says: “ Oh, you must pin its
clothes tighter. Y ou’ll mako it pot bel
you would never suspect that they were lied.” Then she pins it up again.
made of plain-every-day fishpoles.
Another woman says, “ You don’t feed
Henry Davis and Larry Petrie were over it enough;” the next woman says, “ You
in Caribou Valley the other day. They feed the child too much.” Another wom
shot four spruce partridge, saw a fresh an recommends saffron tea and somebody
elso catnip. Another woman says, “ You
bear track and several caribou tracks, but
bathe it too often,” another, “ You don’ t
had no actual sight of big game.
bathe it often enough,” and another tells
I.
W. Greene, Esq., in reply to a quesa story about the rickets. One woman
tion asked by a representative of R ange- says, “ Never rock your child,” and anoth
ley L akes regarding the outlook for er says, “ Its clothes are too long.”
Everybody examines its flannels, and
lumbering at Redington, the coming
most persons think she dresses it too warm
winter, said: “ I wrote Mr. Gilman, who and others warn her against croup. She
has charge of the business, over three keeps a poison antidote list on tho wall
weeks ago, stating that it was getting and sleeps with a thermometer on the head
time to do something if the Company in of the bed and croup medicine under her
tended to put in any lumber this winter, pillow and carries camphor gum in her
and if they expected me to take charge I pocket. She is in a flutter from morning
would like to know it very soon. In re till night and from night till morning,
and is so apprehensive that when that
ply Mr. Gilman wrote that they would
baby looks crosswise she is plunged into
want me any way. and that he would be anxiety and despair.
here in a week or ten days. I have since
Then, when her husband comes home
learned that he is sick. There is no doubt and she suggests a new plan of action for
about lumbering. The Company has too that baby and confesses that Mrs. Wiseacre
confided the principle to her, ho grows
much invested to let the mill lay idle.”
fierce and assures her that ho offered that
Coplin.
same idea weeks ago, but she refused te
M. N. Swain and Mr. Morse, of Port follow it. Then ho calls his female advis
land, and Mr. Bunker, of East Wilton, ers “ old hens, ” and about that time any
have been at Al. Witliey’s farm house for young mother’s cup of sorrow is prettv
a few days. During their stay they saw full.
There is such a lot of cruel realism
deer every day but one. Swain and Bun
mixed up with the ideal in life.—Phila
ker, each got splendid bucks, and the delphia Press.
former shot eleven birds. Last Saturday
Mr. Wither saw fourteen deer.
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.
HOUSEKEEPING AND KEEPING HOUSE.

assisting readers to the right way is here
appended in brief an extended dissertation
on the washing of dishes which recently
appeared in some of the weekly exchanges.
As rescued from its circumlocution and
presented in G ood Housekeeping, the sub
stance of the instructions giveu was as
follows:
The articles required for a dish wash
ing equipment comprise a clean sink,
plenty of hot water, a high grade soap
without an excess of soda, a dish drainer
and plenty of room for handling the work,
dishcloths and mops, a cake of sapolio, a
bottle of diluted ammonia, a knife cleaner
and plenty of clean, dry towels. When
the dishes have been placed in the suds,
they should be immediately washed out,
rinsed and wiped. Leaving them if} the
soapy water has a tendency to injure the
glaze. Before commencing operations see
that the cups and glasses are emptied of
any surplus fluids, and that other dishes
are freed from remnants of the feast,
whether fluids, semifluids or solids. Wash
the dishes of one kind together, for the
reason that, apart from less liability to
damage, they go together through all the
subsequent stages and reduce the labor of
handling to a minimum.
Begin with the glassware, following
with the finer china. By this time it is
likely that the suds will be too cool for
efficient service. In that case it may be
brought to the right temperature by add
ing more hot water and a little soap.
Take the silver next, and after washing
place it upon the drainer, rinsing it by
pouring hot water upon it from a pitcher.
The same process may be pursued in re
gard to other dishes and is a very excellent
method of rinsing, but with fine china
care is to ba taken that the water is not
too hot, else the vessels may be cracked.
Carrying on the system thus far in
dicated , the remainder of the task will be
fouhd comparatively easy. One class of
dishes at a time is to be taken, deftly
washed and passed on the suds being
changed or re-enforced as often as it loses
heat. All the dishes and appurtenances
of the table which are used and handled
should be washed after each meal.
After the dishes are out of the way
comes the cutlery. This should be rinsed,
wiped, scoured and again wiped to remove
any traces of the polishing material.
This scouring is not by any means a
formidable process if proper appliances
arc provided, but in that connection it
should be borne in mind to place the
blade fiat upon the scouring board to
avoid strain upon the handles, and in the
Avashing handles of knives or forks should
never be immersed in hot water. They
should be quickly washed over and wiped
dry. It also may ndt be amiss to suggest
the importance ol gi\nng prompt attention
to the inside of articals like pitchers,
mugs and cups. The difficulty of access
emphasizes the necessity of care and
promptness.
Sedimentary stains are
easily remewed on the first day, they
“ stick like a brother,” on the second, and
afterward seem to have became almost a
part of the fiber of the material.

A t first these seem so like one and the
same that to attempt a division would
be “ a distinction Without a difference.”
But that they do differ we shall try to
prove. A woman who is truly wise keeps
her Jiouse, the unwise woman, and sad to
say she belongs to the majority, is kept
by it, and the finer the house the worse is
her subjection. In days of old our grand
mothers and great grandmothers were
women of such notable talents that they
must all have patterned after that intoler
ably perfect woman of Solomon’ s time
who had all of the virtues and none of the
defects of poor human nature. She not
only “ excelled them all” in her day and
generation, but her like never having been
found she has descended through the ages
as an example, at once the despair and
the admiration of her sex. No Avonder
“ her price was far above rubies.” But
all the same I think her house must have
kept her and I venture to believe that she
found little time for social enjoyment.
Our blessed grandmothers were different
and those of us who have visited the dear
old ladies can well remember the perfect
order of the house early in the day, and a
whole long afternoon devoted to enter
taining neighbors or being entertained by
them. Of course it will be said, but the
houses were so much easier to keep then,
but were they? What to-day are such
common necessities that we never give
them a thought, fifty and seventy five
years ago were undreamed of. What
should we think to buy sugar in a loaf
and pound and sift till it was fitted for
cakes and preserves? But it was done
then, and tradition tells us how delicious
were the results. And so with everything
from clothing to the light by which it was
made, aud yet, they were far moi'e social,
or so it now seems, than their daughters
and granddaughters. Now with the com
ing of spring, there is so much to be done
to get the house in readiness for summer
and summer company, so much care to
have everything just right that the season
is gone before we realize that the house
has kept us from enjoying any thing out
of doors. By the time we realize this,
winter is upon us and after the age of
childhood and youth is passed a little
of winter air and exercise is quite enough.
AVhich is best, to keep the house, or have
the house keep you?
OKEAM CAKES.
Put % of a cup of hot water in a sauce
pan with Yi cup of lard and butter mixed.
When boiling add one cup of flour and
stir until smooth. When partly cool stir
in three well beaten eggs; drop on but
tered tins in teaspoonfuls, and bake full
35 minutes in a moderate oven. Do not
open the oven door for at least twenty
minutes. When cold cut open at the side
and fill with cream as for cream pies, or
whipped cream sweetened and flavored,
A POPULAR APRON.
or with jam.
Mas. H. H. M u r d o c k .
’ Blue and white broken check gingham,
Auburndale, Mass.
if made up after a model furnished by The
SALLY LUNN.
HouseAvife, av-111 afford a very serviceable
1 pint of flour, butter the size of an egg, and practical apron for a child. The
2 tablespoonfuls of sugar, 1 cup of milk, 1 square yolk forms the upper portion,
egg, 2 teaspoonfuls of baking powder. which is fitted by shoulder seams and
Mix flour, butter, sugar and powder to finished with wide hems at the back, Avhere
gether and add the egg and milk. Bake it closes with buttons and buttonholes.
in a shallow pan as for Johnny cake for
The full front and back are gathered at
which it is a good substitute.
the top with a narroAv heading and joined
Miss H all .
to the lower edge of yoke,falling in grace
Niagara on the Lake, Ontario.
ful
fullness to the bottom of the dress skirt.
COGGINS CAKE.
The broad sash ties are inserted in the un
One and one-half cups of sugar, Yi cup der arm seams, holding the fullness at the
of molasses, Yi cup of butter, 2 eggs, 1 cup AA-aist in back under a prettily looped bow
of sour milk, 3 cups of flour, 1 small tea and ends. The full bishop sleeves are
spoon of soda, Yi putmeg, 1 cup of cur gathered top and bottom, wristbands of
rants. This will make 2 sheets; do not good width, through which the hands can
bake in loaf; this is true and tried.
be easily slipped finishing the wrists. A
WASHING.THF, DISHES.
standing collar, or band, finishes the neck.
There is a right and a wrong way in The utility and durability of these aprons
this prosaic occupation. With a view to make them popular AATith mothers, as in

hot Aveather they ean take the place of a
dress for m orning and o rd in a ry Avear.
Dainty aprons may be made in this style
from white dimity, nainsook, lawn or cross
barred muslin and trimmed with embroid
ery or lace edging.
FLOA\rEES FOR AVINTEK BLOOMING.
Whoever gets her house in order for Avinter and neglects to put in a store of bulbs
for January and February flowers, loses
one of the delights of existence in mid-win
ter. A bunch of freesias in a pot in the
window will perfume a room and give to
it an air of refinement not attainable by
any amount of tidies, art scarfs or other
decorations, or even by a rose jar. The
Roman hyacinth and Roman and paper
Avhite narcissus are almost sure to bloom
if treated right—that is, buried in earth in
a flower pot and kept down cellar in the
dark for a month or so, or until the pots
are filled with roots, and then gradually
brought to light and heat. They are
rather prettier and more satisfactory than
their near relation, the Chinese Sacred
lily which has done such good service in
calling people’s attention to the value of
bulbous plants for Avinter bloomers. There
are many other charming plants of the
kind, the names to be found in any florist’ s
catalogue, but perhaps, all things consid
ered, those here mentioned are the most
likely to flourish in the hands of those of
little experience and surely none are more
desirable.
S a lly .
HOAV TCHILEAN STRAAV MATTING.
StraAv mattings can be cleansed from
dust by wiping with a cloth wrung out
of salt water. If white, this prevents
their turning yellow, and if colored their
fading. The water should be cold, with a
small handful of salt dissolved in a pailful.
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Put this

Into a tasty advertisement in Rangeley Lakes
and it will com e back to you Avith

s

$

A nd if you continue to put your

Into advertising, you will some day have a
bank account o f many

LAND IN CALIFORNIA.

I can sell parties who are desirous o f locating
in California, R eal E state in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con 
sider the best part o f California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
A Butterfly Worth $15,000.
F rancisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge p eo
It has only been three or four years since ple to leave Maine, but if any ara coming h ere,
the expressions “ as pretty as the Hankins I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
butterfly” and “ worth as much as the acre, as good as can be bought in other parts;
Hankins butterfly” Avere among the collo- o f the state-)for $400 per acre. Climate fine.
quials at Saratoga and other eastern wa W ell wooded, pine and oak. Good Avater.
tering places. The expressions arose in This is the best chance for a poor man to get
this way: One of the favorites at the land and make a start of-any place I have seen
places mentioned Avas a Mrs. Hankins of in this state. For particulars Avrite or call on
Chicago, who wore as a jewel a butterfly me.
5K inches long by 2K inches wide made
Address,
SE W A R D DILL,
of pure gold and set with a row of 76 bril Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
liant diamonds. Besides this edging of
A . R. BOOTH.
pure gems there were 121 others of the El Paso de Robles,
San Louis Obispy
same kind scattered over the body of the
Co., Cal.

jewel. The gem body of this golden insect
was a large Hungarian opal, and the tail
was made of emeralds and rubies. Mrs.
Hankins valued the ornament at $15,000
—St. Louis Republic.
A b o r ig in a l B on m ot.

It being a warm evening, the chief Pow 
hatan removed his collar before proceeding
to the execution of Mr. John Smith.
“ Now will you be good?” he thundered,
waving his meat cleaver aloft.
“ Papa,” observed Pocahontas, leaving
the royal box and stepping to the front of
the stage, “ please don’t ax him .”
A t that the doomed man broke into a
loud laugh, in which the gallery, occupied
by persons who never read the newspapers,
heartily joined.— Detroit Tribune.
One W a s Safe.

PATENTS

»Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat- 5
tent business conducted for M o d e r a t e F e e s ,
aO ur

O

f f ic e is

O

p p o s ite

U . S. Pa

te n t

O

f f ic e

1C.A.SNOW &CO.S
O p p . P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.

Polico Sergeant—Is the man dangerous
ly wounded?
Irish Polico Surgeon— Two of the
wounds are mortal, but the third can be
cured, provided the man keeps perfectly
quiet for at least six weeks.—London TitBits.

Cupid’s Triumph.
“ I wonder why so short a man as Bimley should marry such a tall girl as Miss
Tupper?”
“ Probably the same reason that induced
Miss Tupper to marry a little fellow like
Bimley.” — Rockland (Mo.) Tribune.
^
Extract from the criminal record: “ John
Mulcahey fell out of a windoAV yesterday
and Avas seriously injured about the head.
It is not thought that amputation will be
necessary. ’ ’
In close application to business nothing
can give points to a healthy mustard plas
ter.

?

we can secure patent in less time than those j
Jremote from Washington.
5
_ Send model, drawing or photo., with descrip-?
>tion. W e advise, if patentable or not, free o ft
Jcharge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
<
> A P a m p h l e t , 14 H o w to Obtain Patents,” with?
[cost o f same in the U . S. and foreign countries j
[sent free.
Address,
I and

CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT?

For a

prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
MlJNN & CO ., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k of In
formation concerning P a ten ts and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special noticeinthe S cien tific A m e r ic a n , and
thus are brought widely before tho public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, ?2.50 a year. Single
copies, ‘2 5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO.. N eav Y o r k , 3 0 1 B r o a d a v a t .

Job Printing
A t R a n g e le y L a k es P rin tin g Office.
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Rangeley Lakes.

’T W I X T Y O U A N D M E .

Published every Thursday morning, by the

To use a slang expression, the Rangeley
Lake House is “ getting a move on.”

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,
H A R R Y P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL,

Th e Kennebago Region
H AS

- Which kills the more victims, foot ball
or the didn’ t-know-it-was-loaded gun?

Editors and Proprietors.

The owner of a couple of good deer
hounds is one of the most sought-after
persons in the county just now.—Exchange.
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Office,
Yes,—by the game warden.
as Second Class Matter.
An exchange, under head of “ Scientific
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, *1.00 Per Year and Industrial,” says: “ There are 150
varieties of mosquitoes.”
In Advance.
Alas! too true.

MORE

A L W A Y S

OFFERED

A T T R A C T IO N S T O
HUN TERS
A N Y P O R T IO N O F M A IN E .

THAN

T h is Season the Hunting
Is A s Good As Ever I

Devoted to the In terests o f the W hole

There’ s no other place,—Corbett and
Fitzsimmons will have to go up in a bal
loon to pull off their mill. When they get
ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and will well up, will some one please pull off the
valve.
be made known on application.
R a n g eley L ak es R egion .

The latest exploit of the Lewiston Jour
Address all communications to
nal’ s height young staff correspondent,
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Rangeley, Maine. Mr. Holman F. Day, is to seek out, inter
view and photograph Charles B. Morris,
R angeley , M e ., T hursday, Oct. 17, 1895. the outlaw who shot Warden Collins.

Come to the Kennebago Lake House if You Want the Best.
A d d r e s s ,

R IC H A R D S O N

BR O TH ER S,

K e n n e b a g o
OfXKES if$G o f

Though but five months
old R a n g e l e y L

akes

is

more widely quoted than
any weekly o f its class.
Its original hunting and
fishing stories take the
sportsman’s eye. Are
on its list ?

you

If not, send

us a dollar, and receive

R

angeley

L

akes

For One Year.

A Waste of W ords.
After all these years the U. S. govern
ment has woke up to the fact that the
words “ If not delivered” on the special re
quest envelopes are superfluous, and in the
future they will be omitted and the dii’ection will read, for example:
A fte r five days return to
The R a n g e l e y L akes Publishing Co.,
Rangeley, Me.

Full returns of the women’s vote at the
school election in Connecticut, on Mon
day, show that there were cast only 1906
ballots, as compared with 3241 in 1894 and
3806 in 1893.—Boston Transcript.
Novelty is wearing off, I suppose.
Listen to the' rejoicing of tffe new Ash
land (Aroostook County) paper over the
partially completed railroad thither:
Just think of it, ye gray-haired pioneers
who waddled and hobbled over 14f miles
of fir poles in order to reach Bangor fifty
years ago, a real, genuine double barreled
railroad from Ashland to Bangor! What
a vision of loveliness! Pullman cars,
shiny-faced conductors, brawny engineers
and wide-awake newsboys with ten ceny
oranges, Puck, Judge and Texas Siftings!”
Who does not envy the happy citizens of
this favored region?
Farmington Chronicle: Joseph Dyer, of
Auburn, went up to West New Portland
last week to visit his brother, F. W. Dyer,
there and hunt deer with him. They went
out a couple of days, but did not see any
deer and both felt rather blue and dis
couraged. Early Monday morning the
brothers came out to Farmington for
Joseph to take the train home, As they
drove along that bright morning they lit
tle dreamed of the great surprise awaiting
them. When within six miles of Farmington, near the Aug. Barker farm, up
jumped a deer. In a twinkling Joseph got
his rifle ready and shot the deer, breaking
his hip, but did not bring him down.
Leaving the wagon Joseph followed on
and soon came up to the deer, that was
lying down, though-he sprang to his feet
quickly and started o ff. Joseph, however,
was too quick for him and a second shot
brought it down. What a proud man Mr.
Dyer was when he drove up to the station,
unloaded his game and started homeward.
Quite a gathering of people surrounded
his carriage, asking him the usual ques
tions heard on Such occasions. He was
the hero of the hour.
Yes, but it takes more than one deer to
make a hero of a man up here at Rangeley, though.

.

B e s t Fall B u n tin g
IN

Mciipe s liveliest
Sporhipg : Weekly,

1-clcj-, NT

T H E I tA N G E I E Y R E G IO N !

These Camps are new and warm, easy o f access,
and in good hunting territory. Visitors will be assured
o f good sport for either large or small game.
Quimby Lake Is a beautiful spot, but six miles from
Rangeley, with a good road direct to the camps, no
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, D odge Pond,
and the K ennebago Stream, all famous Hunting
Grounds, are but tw o miles distant.

OAKES & SCOTT,
F v o p r ie t o r s ,

Sp1

May 15th to Jan. 1.

RANGELEY,

-

-

-

M A IN E .

FOREST CAMPS, LOON LAKE,
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
M OOSE,
s'
C A R IB O U ,

/

DEER,
AND
B IR D

SH O O TIN G .

T OON LA K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the K ennebago road, is one o f the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort o f guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their .fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage o f a good carriage road
for three miles o f the distance from R angeley
Village to our camps. Those who would en joy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the
road through the woods can take g, carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and en joy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished. Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k , Rangeley.

THE
HOME

OF
TH E

GAMIEST
TRO U T.

R. S. YORK & J. F. OAKES, Proprietors.
or three years ago, and since then he has
kept several male and female bears and a
number of deer in separate pens near his
home. He has found that the animals will
mate in captivity as well as in the wild
state, and has a number of cubs and fawns
to prove his statement.

mals, as Mr. Allen expects that under his
care and kindness they will become com
paratively tame, and will not care to hide
themselves in the woods and in the rocks.
The intention is to feed the deer in much
the same manner as sheep, while the bears
will, in addition to corn and potatoes,
have more or less meat. Nearly $1000 will
be expended in getting things in shape for
the experiment, and the proprietors sav
‘ they do not expect to make any money for
a couple of years.
Then, they claim, all will be clear sailing.
The only expense they will be under will
be for the feed of the animals, and the sale
of meat and fur will enable them to make
a handsome profit.
There is some question as to whether
the deer may be kept in pens, owing to the
stringent game laws of the State of W is
consin, but Mr. Allen is of the opinion
that he is safe so long as he kills none of
them during the close season. There is no
law regarding bears, and even if it should
prove that deer may not be kept, the bear
part of the experiment will be continued.

It is highly probable that the intelli
gent postmasters will at once compre
A B EAR AND D E E R FA R M .
Mr. Allen was prevented from doing
hend the new idea and matter will be in
no more danger of being returned after it Wisconsin Project to Raise Them for anything toward starting the farm on a
large scale until this fall, by lack of capital.
has been delivered, than when that specifi
Money-Making Purposes.
Just before the departure of Dr. Harrison
cation was duly printed on each envelope.
for New York, a few days ago, Mr. Allen
S upekiok, Wis., Oct. 9.—A deer and bear
had an interview with him, and the result
Wonders will never cease. A company farm is the latest industrial project for
was that the doctor agreed to furnish the
is now formed; the water power above northern Wisconsin, and the men behind
money necessary for a half interest in the
Lewiston has been purchased; the right the plan think that they have a fortune in
farm.
of flowage above, secured; and the plan is sight. The farm is situated in the woods
The money has been paid to Allen, and
to connect Lewiston with Boston, via a few miles from Kerrick, a small station
he is now engaged in enlarging his pens,
Portland, with ah electric road and make on the Great Northern road, and is already
buying up all the deer and bears he can
the time to Boston in three hours! one fairly well stocked with animals.
find, and prepairing for winter, when the
hundred and forty miles. One hundred
The proprietors are James Allen, an old
stock will need fnore care and attention
more to Rangeley, add tw o hours for that. woodsman and hunter, and Dr. Harrison a
This week a New York line inaugurates a New Yorker, who has been spending much than at any other time during the year.
The farm is on W illow river, or W illow
five-hour trip between that city and time in the Northwest. They propose to
Boston. This would give a New Y ork man raise deer and bear for the market for the creek, more properly speaking, and covers,
pens and all, nearly five acres of ground,
time to leave home at night, catch a trout meat as well as the fur.
in Rangeley Lake before breakfast, and
The plan is not to turn the animals loose which is well wooded, and through which
have it on his table for supper. New in the woods, where they may be shot by the stream runs. The corrals are fenced
Yorkers could leave Saturday p . m. and every hunter who comes along, but to keep with heavy pine timbers, through which
spend Sunday at the lakes, and be at their them in pens or corrals, where they can be animals cannot break, and a huge ledge of
NEk x e c u t e i>
business Monday morning. In the lan attended by there keepers and watched rocks, in which there are several caves, fur A t R a n g e le y L ak es P rin tin g O ffice.
nishes
a
retreat
for
the
bears.
guage of Caesar Johnsing, “ W hat’s dis over the same as domestic animals.
w orl’ a cornin’ to?”
The idea originated with Mr. Allen two
Sheds are now being built for the ani
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A C A R IB O U S H O T IN P H IL L IP S .
Will Davenport Kills One within Five
Miles of the Village.

With the Sportsmen.
Chas. Hewey killed a bear in West Phil
C. K. Allen has been off on a hunting
trip this week.
lips last week.
Many of the hunters are waiting for
This is the week when the wise Oxford
“ the first fall of snow.”
County fox lays low. The Monmouth Fur
Club is taking its annual hunt.
Joseph Milton of Gardiner, is enjoying
a hunting trip in the Rangeleys.
Chas. Soule has just recieved another
E. A. Davis and wife, who have been at canoe. It is the one used by him on his re
King and Bai’tlett, returned to Fairbanks, cent trip to A roostook County.
Tuesday.
Mrs. S.H. W atts of N. York,who has been
A party of tw o sportsmen and two hunting in the Maine woods with her hus
guides went up to Billy Soule’ s Upper band, took back a magnificent moose head
as a result of her own skill with the rifle.
Cupsuptic Camps, Friday.
The animal was called to wfithin 30 feet of
Charlie Hamlin, of Phillips, is enjoying a the canoe, and then the plucky woman
sporting trip up King and Bartlett way. shot him. The antlers spread over 50
He sent home ten birds the first day.
inches.
The rains of Saturday and Sunday
One evening last week, Ira Davenport,
made things easier for the hunter, by of Phillips, heard a strange noise in his
“ soaking the noise out of the leaves.”
orchard. He told his son, Bert, who took
Appleton Webb of Waterville, who has his rifle and went to investigate. He
been staying at Billy Soule’ s camps, went found a number of skunks feeding on the
home last week with a record of tw o hand - fallen fruit. He returned to the house
without attempting a shot. On a previ
some deer and any quantity of birds.
ous occasion he had been forced to burn a
No deer from Dead River Station suit of clothes, and had no desire to re
Tuesday; but several good bags of birds peat it.
and a large bear skin. The latter w as the
C. W. Swift and Geo. C. Skofield, re
trophy of Mr. Albert S. Jurell, of Boston. turned to Boston, Monday, with a doe
Ansel Soule and David Durrell, have
gone on a hunting and trapping expedi
tion. We saw them start out in the
direction of Sandy River Plantation with
a horse load of traps and the necessary
equipments for quite an extended outing.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s is informed that Mr.
Soule'owns 300 steel traps.

apiece. They shot them almost within the
limits of the village of Flagstaff. Mr.
Swift gave his doe the contents of both
rifle and shot-gun. He fired first with the
rifle; but the deer did not move, so he “ let
drive” with the buckshot. When he came
to examine the deer he found that the
first shot was fatal, and that there was
really no need of the buckshot.

Jeremiah Greening, a noted hunter, di$d
recently at Milford, Penn. He is believed
to have killed more bears and deer than
any other man in the State. Mr. Green
ing was never sick until tw o weeks before
his death. He was seventy-five years
old.—Exchange. Give the figures, and we
will look up some of Rangeley’s famous
hunters.
Mr. Jud. Record, son of Mr. Alvin
Record, the enterprising wood-pulp and
paper manufacturer of the Livermore Falls
and Jay Bridge mills, is now spending a
week’s outing in this section. Tuesday,
in company with Messrs. J. A. Russell and
J. E. Lamb, Mr. Record gathered in sev
eral partridges. For larger game, he went
to the Kennebago district Wednesday.

While Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Janell of
this place, were riding along the Dead
River road between the Station and
Stratton one day recently, a large bear
stepped out into the highway near them.
Some portion of the harness, was out of
kilter and it was difficult to manage the
horse when it scented the bear, and Mr.
Janell was obliged to take the horse by
the head. As is usual at such a time, no
rifle was within reach, and after sizing
them up and evidently thinking it did not
care to tackle the vehicle and occupants,
Bruin leisurely walked off into the virgin
forest. In relating the experience, Mrs.
Janell admitted that she was somewhat
frightened at the appearance of the bear.

Tw o commercial men, W ill Wyman, of
Boston, and Seth Clark, of Portland,
Friday morning, drove out two miles from
I. W. Greene’s farm, in Coplin, hitched the
team and went into the woods. In a few
moments they saw three deer. The first
shot brought one to the ground and be
fore he could rise a second shot took
effect. By this time the deer had got
enough, sprang to his feet and made off.
A third shot was sent after him, but the
deer is still at large.
learns that Mr. Edgar
Willand and Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Thomp
son, of Livermore Falls, who have been
spending their annual outing at the Bar
nard Ponds district in Eustis, have re
turned home in the best of spirits, and
reporting “ great luck,” between them
having captured four’ deer and a bear, be
sides lots of smaller game. Mr. Willand
is “ high gun,” having shot the bear and
tw o deer, one of which was a noble buck
with antlers to be p^roud of. As has else
where been stated in this paper, M. P.
Scribner of Eustis, was their successful
guide, and they went to his camps about
the 25tli of September.
R

angeley
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akes

Last Thursday W ill Davenport, and
his father, A. W. Davenport, Esq., were
near Thad Barker’s, five miles from Phillips
village they discovered a caribou. W ill
had a chargfe of bird shot in his gun but
quickly doubled the amount and blazed
away, hitting the caribou in the thigh, a
second shot finished it.
A Partridge Shooting Tip.
If you want a tip on partridge shooting,
here it is:—

Dead River.
The other day a returning sportsman had
an old caribou horn. It had nine prongs
remaining, and must have come from an
immense beast. The horn had been gnawed
all over by mice or squirrels. Here is proof
of what becomes of the horns shed by
moose, deer and caribou. It came fi-om
King & Bartlett P on d s.,
Nine out from Dead River, Saturday.
E. E. Bennett, of Boston, went out
Saturday, with a fine deer from Spencer
Pond.
Wm. L. Simpson, of Boston, sent from
Spencer Pond, tw o fine heads to Frank
Richards, at Farmington, to be mounted.

BEWAKE OF TIPS!

I ’ve had a little experience in the matter
lately and speak from the fullness thereof.
Soon after the season opened I thought
I ’ d like a partridge or tw o so I sought ad
vice from an old hunter. He said he knew
all about it. “ Ye wan ter go out some
bright, sunshiny afternoon and strike
right inter the woods. Ye’ll git all ye
w ant.” So I did as he directed. It was
bright and hot and dry and the fallen
leaves rustled under my feet like a thresh
ing machine. 1 tramped all the afternoon
and got none.
Tackled
another
mighty
hunter.
“ W hy,” said he, “ a feller’s plumb crazy
to go out the kind of a day you did. You
want to be up early, afore* sun-up, and
you’ll find the birds on the sunny side of
the bush every time.” I thanked him, and
next morning crawled out of bed at some
frigidly heathenish hour, dressed and
started off. The sun wasn’ t up, but over
in the east I could see a glimmer of light
which showed that it was on its way. I
tramped through pasture and woodland
till long after sunrise, but never so much
as a whirr of a partridge’ s wing did I
heai’. And most of the time my fingers
were so numb with cold that I couldn’ t
have pulled the trigger, if I had seen a
bird.
Hunter No. 3 smiled broadly when I re
lated my experiences. “ All nonsense g o
ing off in the morning,” said he, “ yo*u
want to wait till just nightfall and then
you’ ll find ’em up in the trees for the
night, and can bow l ’em over like nine
pins.” That evening when the sun was
going down I started off. I went into the
w oods for a couple of miles, closely scan
ning every tree I passed. By this time it
was growing dark in earnest, so I turned
about and started for home. I was fol
lowing an old woodroad. Slipping, trip
ping, almost falling at every tenth step, I
tumbled along. I was nearly down to the
carriage road that led to civilization,
when all of a sudden there was a whiz!
whirr! from almost under my feet, and a
good flock of birds made off in safety. It
was too dark to see a gunsight or even
the bird itself, and, besides, my friend, the
hunter, had told me the birds would all be
in trees.

A Big Bear.
Billy Soule’ s visitors seem to be getting
Yes, Which?
a full share of this fall’ s bear shooting.
The latest one was shot Saturday, by Mr.
[Farmington C hronicle].
Fletcher Pope, of Salem, Mass., who took
Sportsmen on the old East Strong road
home the carcass Monday. The animal have often remarked,-just before descend
was shot near Big Falls on the Cupsuptic, ing the hill to Alex. Sweet’ s, what a nice
and was a monster, weighing over 350 lbs. place for deer it was there by Ernest
Toothaker’ s farm. Many deer have been
Two Large Moose.
there in the past, and when startled they
Chas. Soule returned to Rangeley last have skipped up Guild mountain and
week with a glowing account of the hunt escaped. But one morning last week
ing trip in A roostook which he has just Messrs. Ernest and Ephraim Toothaker
made. His party consisted of Harry Dut saw and crept up to a herd of four, and
ton of Boston, and John Alger of West made lively work for a time with their
Gardner, Mass., with John Eastman, C. Winchester rifles.
They brought down
B. McKinney and himself j|s guides. They three of them and the fourth g ot away
were in A roostook nearly a month, going but was seen to limp as he ran into the
many miles into the unbroken forest. woods, as though wounded. Since writ
Most of their time was spent at Pratt, ing the above we have been informed that
Roll and Machias Lakes. They were the the deer shot near Aug. Barker’ s by Mr.
first party to visit these lakes this season Dyer (mentioned in another item) had
and secured tw o large moose. Mr. Alger’ s been shot before, and it was probably one
moose was a monster, weighing from 1400 of the above four. That was a pretty
to 1600 pounds. It’ s antlers had a spread good day’ s work. Now we want to know
of five feet and were 14-pronged.
Mr. which one of the men has shot his allow
Soule adds that the A roostook fishing ance of deer (2) for his year; was it Ernest
does not begin to compare with Rangeley. or Ephraim 1
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W ednesday, Oct. 9.
W . F. Eaton and wife,
Edward S. Eaton,
W. W . Colby and w ife,
Arthur S. B eves and wife,
Master Arthur R. Beves.
W . O. T----- ,
E. J. M----- .

Portland.
Do
Do.
N ew Y ork.
Do.
Boston.
Greenville.

T hursday, Oct. 10.
V . E. Calden,
C. E. Bartlett,
M. F. Bartlett,
W . C. Maye,
E. B. Whorfi.
C. E. Russell,
C. M. Hines.
W . C. Remmick,
M. L. Getchell,

Portland.
Eliot.
W aterville.
Lewiston.
Haines Landing.
Farmington.
N ew York.
Summit, N. J.
Monmouth.

F riday , O ct.ll.
B en j. F. Chadborn,
F rederic Danforth,
D. W . Davis,
Samuel F. Darling,
C. R. Noyes,
Mrs. H. B. Noyes,
W . E. Wyman,
Seth F. Clark,
E. H. Day,
Jas. Hale,

Me.
Do.
Phillips.
P rov. R. I.
Boston.
Liverm ore Falls.
Boston.
Portland.
Springfield, Mass
Do.
S a t u r d a y , Oct. 12.

S. W . Holt,
Chas. L Holt.
A . C. H<ut,
Edw. Allen Pease, M. D.,
E. S. Davis,
A lbert L. Jewell,
Chas. E. Fuller,

Somerville. Mass.
N ew Bedford, Mass.
Somerville, “
Boston.
Do.
. Do.
Somerville, Mass.
Mo n d ay , Oct. 14.

Harry F. Beedy,
Geo. M. Currier.
J. F. Marston,
H. W . Barnard,
R.
F.
D.
D.

Phillips.
Farmington.
Portland.
Do.

T uesday , Oct. 15.
L. Smith,
Portland.
A. Libby,
W estbrook.
A . Hurley and wife,
M aplewood, Mass.
W . Davis,
Phillips.

Cromwell as an Ancestor.
A ll Cromwell’s descendants in the direct
male line are extinct, but according to
The World he is the lineal ancestor through
females of a numerous progeny. , Among
tho peers who descend from Cromwell are
Lords Ripon, Chichester, Clarendon, Cowper, Morley, Lytton, Walsingham and
Ampthill, and among the eldest sons of
peers who so descend are Lord Courtenay
(heir to the earldom of Devon), Lord Stan
ley (heir to the earldom of Derby) and
Lord Clifton (heir to the earldom of Darnley). Lady Devon, Lady Derby, Lady
Darnley, Lady Bathurst, Lady Rosslyn,
Lady Lytton, Lady Lathom, Lady Isabella
Whitbread, Lady Ampthill and Lady
Bortbwick are likewise his descendants.
So are Sir John Lubbock and half a dozen
other baronets, Mr. Charles Villiers, the
father of the house of commons, and Mr.
Montagu Villiers, the vicar of St. Paul’s,
Knightbridge.—Westminster Gazette.
Utilization o f Pea. Bog-s.
The peat bogs of Great Britain and Ire
land are estimated at 6,000,000 acres, hav
ing an average depth of 12 feet and being
capable of yielding 3,500 tons of dried peat
per acre. In Ireland there are 2,830,000
acres, or nearly one-seventh of tho entire
area of the island. More than half of the
Irish peat is of the best quality and reck
oned at one-sixth the value of coal. The to
tal supply in Ireland is thought to be
equivalent to 470,000,000 tons of coal.
This is a vast store of energy, which, like
the power of Niagara, might be converted
into electricity and applied to many in
dustries, especially those of manufacturing
various possible products from the peat it
self in factories near the bogs.—Chicago
Inter Ocean.
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America’s

Richest Woman
Capitol a Visit.

Pays

the

[SpecialC orrespondence o f R an g e le y L akes ]
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Oct. 15 (Special),—
The Clevelands will spend several weeks
at Woodley, their suburban home, before
settling down in the \yhite House for the
winter. It is not yet fully settled whether
Mrs. Cleveland will accompany the Presi
dent on his trip to the Atlanta Exposi
tion.
The family of Attorney General Har
mon, unless all indications fail, are going
to be social favorites.
They are now
cozily fixed in their Washington house.
The family proper consists of Mr. and
Mrs. Harmon, Miss Elizabeth, who made
her debut in society last winter, in Cin
cinnati, and Miss Margery, who is still
attending school; but their married daugh
ter, Mrs. Edmond Wright, of Philadelphia,
will spend a portion of the winter wi'th
them. Mrs. Harmon is not a social
butterfly, although she enjoys the compan
ionship of bright people, and is herself a
brilliant conversationalist. She has never
met Mrs. Cleveland, bnt the prediction is
made that they will soon become *fast
friencs.
Madame Romero, wife of the Mexican
Minister, was asked why she took so
much pains to be cordial with the poorly
dressed people who attended her public
receptions. She replied: “ I am glad to
extend a* cordial reception to all, for I
remember one occasion when I got a snub
at a grand house, and I determined then
that if any one, even an old apple woman
should seek my hospitality she should
receive it. To be sure, I never expected to
be put to the test literally, as really oc
curred, for one afternoon I glanced
toward the door, and there peering in
evidently having followed the crowd, was
an apple woman, basket, little plaid
shawl and all. Here was my chance to
prove to myself my sincerity. So stepping
forward I gave her as hearty a greeting
as was bestowed on the most favored
guest.”
Madame Rom ero’s American
blood—she’s a New Yorker by b ir t h showed up strong in that little incident.

THE RICHEST WOMAN.

Sartoris getting married this winter.
Mrs. Grant has bought the house built by
Hon. George F. Edmonds, of Vermont,
when he was in the Senate. From the
outside the house looks like a prison, but
on the inside it is not only beautiful but it
is thoroughly arranged for comfort, a rare
combination in a house.
Lovers of antique china have crowded
the rooms of the Washington Decorative
A rt Society to see five plates, each con
taining a picture representing one of
iE sop’ s fables, which Mrs. A. S. Meegan
has placed there to be sold. Mrs. Meegan
says the plates are the last of a service of
336 pieces which was once the property of
her great grandfather, Daniel Delacourt,
who lived near Philadelphia. She says
that in 1791 he entertained at his house,
using this service, Washington and
Lafayette, and that later he also en
tertained Pulaski. Mrs. Meegan has a
number of broken pieces of this service
including a big punch bowl.
The deatli of Ex-Senator Mahone re
moves one of W ashington’s most pictur
esque habitues. His nature was shown in
his attire. He followed no tailor-made
fashions, but had everything he wore,
from his long slender boots to his peculiar
shaped slouch hat, made after his own
original designs, which once adopted were
never changed. A few years ago Gen.
Mahone was rated a millionaire, but he
died a bankrupt.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The System Has Come to Stay, but It Is
Still Crude.
A n expert points out that while in the
early days of electric lighting people
thought much more of the mere fagt of
having the electric light than of the actual
efficiency they derived from it, the consum
er of today is usually perfectly well able
to tell whether he is getting full value in
light for the money he is paying tho cen
tral station; so that between tho strict ex
action of the customer and the competi
tion of rival lighting systems an electric
light company can only hope to succeed by
the best possible service.
The whole subject of lighting is in a
transition state. In factories and large
shops the practice of allowing the rays of
the arc lamp to fall downward w ill proba
bly soon bo discarded. It is found that by
inverting the lamp and throwing the light
to the roof, which should be whitewashed
or white painted, the powerfully reflected
rays are so different throughout the build
ing as to give the maximum efficiency
without straining the eyes of the work
men. Much of the present outdoor light
ing is condemned as crude and unscien
tific. The street arc lamps dazzle and
strain the eye, throw sharp shadows and
waste light. The next improvement will
probably be the use of lower candle power
lamps, placed at shorter intervals and
having reflecting hoods. The bottom half
of the globe will be semiopaque and pos
sibly tinted a deep orange color. This
would neutralize the painful glare o f the
arc lamp and give the streets the effect of
being illuminated with Chinese lanterns. ■
In domestic lighting shades having
prismatic corrugations on their surfaces
are coming into vogue. They give a good
diffusion of light, with but little absorp
tion. An authority on decorative lighting
says that, although many new ideas have
sprung up in the distribution of masses of
light in interiors, none has yet superseded
in beauty and effectiveness the system of
putting lamps out of sight and lighting
the room entirely by diffused and possibly
colored light. This will probably bo tho
method of illuminating churches in tho
future. In churches where it has already
been adopted tho effect is described as so
infinitely restful and appropriate that in
comparison the ordinary methods of church
lighting seem garish and barbarous.—
New York Times.

in the United States paid Washington a
visit this week, but there was nothing
about her coming, her stay, or her going
to indicate that fact. An ordinarily
dressed woman entered the parlor of a
hotel, motioned to a servant and handing
him a card incribed “ Mrs. E. H. Green,”
directed him to take it to the office and
get a room assigned to her and bring back
the key. That is about as near to register
ing as Mrs. Hetty Green ever gets in all
her travels. She is worth probably ^60,
000,000, but she always travels alone and
never pays for any of the little railway
luxuries so familiar to the well-to-do
traveling public. On account of the
humorous manner in which the New York
•reporters have written up her numerous
legal escapades in that city Mrs. Green
has a very poor opinion of newspaper men
and never has anything to do - with them
if she can avoid it. One of the boys
thought to ascertain why she was in
Washington by a trick. He walked up 'to
her with extended hand saying: “ Why,
Mrs. Green how delighted I am to see you;
what brings you here to Washington?”
Mrs. Green looked at him but didn’ t make
a move to take that extended hand.
When she saw he was getting confused
said; “ Smart aren’ t you? I never saw
you before in my life, but I know you from
your impudence that you’re a reporter.
SHYLOCK PROPITIATED.
You can run on now, you’ ll get nothing
from me to report.”
How Edwin Booth’s Company Once Ended
“ The Merchant of Venice.”
The fact that
Edwin Booth told the following story:
MRS. U. S. GRANT
Opco during the days of his early strug
lias bought a Washington home and that gles, young Booth was “ barn storming”
Mrs. Nellie Grant Sartoris is to be her down in Virginia, at a placo called Lee’s
guest, thus reversing the family relations Landing. The improvised theater was a
of last season, has given a fresh start to tobacco warehouse, and it was crowded by
the gossip about the probability of Mrs. the planters for miles around. Booth and

his companions had arranged to take the
weekly steamer expected late that night,
and between the acts were busy packing
up. The play was “ The Merchantof Ven
ice,” and they were just going on for tho
trial scene when they heard tho whistle,
and the manager came running in to say
that tho steamer had arrived and would
leave again in half an hour. As that wns
their only chance for a week of getting
away they were in a-terrible quandary.
“ If we explain matters,” said the man
ager, “ the audience will think they are
being cheated and we shall have a free
fight. The only thing is for you fellows to
get up some sort of naturallike impromptu
ending for the piece and ring down the
curtain. Go right ahead, ladies and gen
tlemen, and take your cue from Ned here.”
And he hurried away to get the luggage
aboard.
“ Ned,” of course, was Booth, who re
solved to rely upon tho ignorance of the
Virginians of those days to pull him
through. So when old George Ruggles,
who was playing Shylock, began to sharp
en his knife on his boot Booth walked
straight up to him and said solemnly,
“ Youare bound to have the flesh, areyou?”
“ You bet your life,” said Ruggles.
“ Now, I ’ll make you one more offer, ”
continued Booth. “ In addition to this
bag of ducats I ’ll throw in two kegs of niggerhead terbac, a shotgun and a couple of
the best coon dogs in the state. ’ ’
“ I ’m blowed if I don’t do it,” responded
Shylock, much to the approbation of tho
audience, who were tobacco raisers and
coon hunters to a man. “ And to show
that there is no ill feeling,” put in Portia,
“ wo’ll wind up with a Virginia reel.”
When the cofnpany got aboard the steam
er, the captain, who had witnessed the
conclusion of the play, remarked: “ I ’d
liko to see the whole of that play some
time, gentlemen. I ’m blessed if I thought
that fellow Shakespeare had so much snap
in him .” —Life’s Calendar.
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Lawson and the Bottle.

Sir Wilfrid Lawson says that ho never
received a knockdown till, espying a la
borer walking along with the old familiar
black bottle protruding from his pocket,
he entered into conversation with him and
pointed out the misery which had resulted
from the bottle and earnestly exhorted the
man to flee from its contents. The man
was so overcome that he took out the re
ceptacle and emptied the liquor into the
road. Sir Wilfrid’s face beamed with
pleasure, and, handing the man sixpence,
he said: “ Take that. It will buy you
something better. ” The man, to the dis
gust of Sir Wilfrid, entered a public house
and spent the sixpence in beer. The liquor
he had thrown away was cold tea.
Guizot Reads Scott.
What Stanley used to call the greatest
tribute ever paid to Walter Scott was told
him by Guizot when he reached England.
“ In the little room,” said Guizot, “ where
I lay concealed (it was in 1848) thero wasa nearly complete copy of tho Waverley
novels, and I forgot my troubles.” —“ Rec
ollections of the Dean of Salisbury.”
He—What is your latest charity?
Tho Heiress—I am supporting a young
man in Liberia.
He—You ought to remember that char
ity begins at home.—New York Herald.

C arriages!
OF A LL

K IN D S ,

A t Prices w h ic h you Can
Afford to Buy.

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles.

English Shoes.
The remark that Americans, while in
England, often send home to buy shoes,
because tho English shoes are of such poor
quality, called out from one American
present this story:
An American in England, who had
bought a pair of shoes of a fashionable
dealer, carried them back soon with a pro
test.
“ Look here, ” he said, “ I ’ ve had these
shoes only two weeks, and they are com
pletely out of shape and the leather is
V a il <it R o s s ’ L iv e r y S table, P h i l 
giving way in two places.”
lips, o r w r ite to
The Englishman looked at the shoes an
instant.
“ Dear me! Dear m e!” he said. “ Y ou ’vo
been walking in these shoes!”
P H IE L IE S , M A IN E .
“ Walking in them? What elso should I
do with them?”
“ That’s it, sir! Our shoes are made
only for carriage people, sir!”
And the dealer loftily bowed the Amer
ican out of the shop.—Youth’s Companion.

W. J.

RANGELEY

Tact In Talking.
Don’t fire a lot of small talk at a shy or
silent man and don’t pronounco him stu
pid if ho fails to return corresponding in
anities. Ordinarily when a man is si’ ent it
is because you have not put him to talk
ing about the right thing, and if ho seems
stupid it is because you have not interest
ed him. Girls mako tho mistake of think
ing the essential thing is that they them
selves should seem to be “ having an ele
gant time, ” and that is why they main
tain an unceasing flow of chatter. But
the real credit comes to making the escort
have a good time. Tho girl who can sit
absolutely quiot and keep a man talking
is tho clover girl, and if tho man is stupid
she is doubly clever.—Exchange.
The Mississippi.
Tho Mississippi had over a dozen native
names, different designations being given
at different points in its course. The Algonquins called it the Mecho Sebe, other
tribes termed it Chucagua, Mico, Tumalasen, Tapala Ri and other names. Tho
Algonquin name was finally adopted by
fcho whites for thfKvhole river. The mean
ing is “ father of waters, ” or “ the whole
river.” Twenty-seven different spellings
are noted in the writings of tho early ex
plorers.
The Danger He Is In.
Cawker—I am very much afraid that
Snodgrass will go blind. He’s such an
egotist.
Cumso—How can egotism produce
blindness?
Cawker—He overworks his I.—Detroit
Free Press.
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A . B. G R O V E R , P r o p ’r.

Long and Short Lumber, Dimension
Stuff, Frames, and All Stock
On

H a nd , or M anufactured
A t Short Notice.

Your orders respectfully solicited, and
satisfaction guaranteed.

A. It. G R O V E R ,
MAIN STREET,

:

:

RANGELEY, MAINE.

Job Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED,
A t

T h is

O F F IC B .

RANGELEY
—

T H E R E A R E S P O TS
In

Maine Where the Crack of the
Hunter's Rifle is Not Heard from
"*Morn till Night-

[G. R. Chadbourne in Lew iston Journal].
Pop! Bang! Crack! Fi'om the first
streak of morning light till pitchy dark
ness at night may be heard the continual
rattfe of firearms in portions of Maine
these days. Of course the great army of
sportsmen follow the routes laid down by
hotel men and guides; and if they come
home and tell you that game is “ scarce
and wild” and there isn’ t a place in the
Pine Tree State whore one is safe from the
shots of ambitious but rattleheaded city
chaps that cannot tell a caribou from a
cradle-knoll, or a pine grove from a peach
orchard,—you may chalk it down that
your friend has visited some too popular
corner. No doubt he has been to Norcrose
and got along without a guide and was
afraid of getting lost, as well. The writer
heard a man, who thinks he knows a
“ thing or tw o about knocking ’em over.”
say, i-ecently, that there was hardly a spot
in the forests of Maine where one could
escape the sound of rifle shots for an hour
of daylight during the month of October.
I knew at once that that man had never
experienced any real rough-and-tumble
camping out.
The farmers all over Franklin, Somerset
and Piscataquis counties have been shoot
ing deer out of their grain fields all the
summer and fall is an undeniable fact.
Yet nine-tenths of the visiting hunters
have established stamping grounds. There
they go, and, finding a crowd, they assnme
that Maine, at this time, is covered about
four deep with blood-thirsty deer slayers.
Yet there are spots, where game is plenty,
that have all the allurements of beautiful
scenery, delightful camping grounds and
seclusion. The writer put in tw o weeks
without hearing the faintest sound of civi
lization, save the noise of his own party,
and was only fifteen miles from a railroad
at that. We lived high and slept under
our own canvas. We secured all the game
we wished for and had no dogs. We con
sidered game neither scarce or wild, al
though I have never known a deer to
boldly face a man if there were dodge cor
ners. No caribou kicked out our fire,
because we were tenderfeet. Even the black
bear seldom volunteer to put on the gloves
with Nimrod, jr., for the settling of a
claim under a point of ledge. And there
is only one p^ice I have heard of where
partridges walk into camp and stick up
their feet to be tied. I will not reveal
that place.

Is He a Second Messiah?
There is, in the city of Denver, Colo., a
man named Frances Schlatter. He has
come up from New Mexico and seems to
possess wonderful powers of healing. ExAlderman Fox, of Denver, suffered from
defective hearing, and went to New Mexico
to investigate. He found Schlatter, took
the treatment and was greatly benefited.
He persuaded the healer to visit Denver,
and since Sept. 16, has been making
miraculous cures. Schlatter is a German,
39 years old, unmarried and claims to
have been ordered to go out and heal the
sick, by a voice which came to him while
working at his cobbler’ s bench. He says,
“ It is the Father who heals. Have faith.”
He takes no money for his work. His
method is simple. He stands in Mr. F ox’ s
yard, which has been arranged that only
one person can approach him at one time,
and takes hold of the hand of the person
seeking relief. Many claim to have been
absolutely cured of various ailments, and
many more to have been greatly benefited.
These cases are well authenticated, and
thousands are convinced of his wonderful
powers.
A letter from G. W. Eveletb, Esq., of
Denver, speaks of him as follows: “ We, in
this 'Queen city of the Rockies,’ have One
(you percieve my use of the Deistical
capital O!) who offers himself as the
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Second Messiah—the Healer-by-tlie-laying-on-of-handsy
By seemingly universal
consent he is spoken of as “ The Healer;”
He stands ,out of doors to receive his
patients, clasps their hands in his; blesses
their pocket handkerchiefs, and-so-forth.
Thousands of men, women and 'babes’
flock daily in to his presence from day
break to twilight. Many camp in tents,
all night, for the purpose of being first in
line in the morning.”
From the published pictures of him he
bears a strong resemblence to a respected
resident of Phillips. Mr. Silas M. Wing.
He is to visit Chicago very soon. He
will find his hands full in that city,

lakes.
. ■ ■mV a; ■
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TRUTHS IN ZADKIEL.
•
____

HIS ALMANAC HAS MADE SOME STAR
TLING PREDICTIONS.
Superstition and Luck—Gossip About Two
Things Which Concern Us More Than
We Are Willing to Admit and Which It
Isn’t Always Possible to Reason About.

There is now in England a publication
known as Zadkiel’s Almanac, that has
been for 40 years a favorito in English
households of the fairly intelligent class,
as it is too abstruse for the ignorant to
understand. Not less than 200,000 copies
They Went A-Fishing.
are sold yearly, and this is purely a history
One morning, when spring was in her teens— of the coming year, based on the researches
of judicial astrology.
A morn to a p o e t’s wishing,
These calculations are made by means
All tinted in delicate pinks and greens—
of the sun, moon and stars—the signs of
Miss Bessie and I went fishing.
the zodiac and the various aspects and re
I in my rough and easy clothes,
lations of the planets. In astrology na
W ith my fa ce at the sunshine’s m ercy;
tions,’ like individuals, are subject to and
She with her hat tipped dow n to her nose,
are governed by the planets. Tlis greater
And her nose tipped—v ice v e r sa ;
part of England lie* under tho cardinal
I with my rod, my reel, and my hooks,
sign Aries, but Gemini rules the west of
And a hamper for lunching recesses;
England and the United States.
She with the bait o f her com ely looks,
Some of Zadkiel’s predictions are curi
And the seine o f her golden tresses.
ous enough to puzzle intelligent persons.
For instance, in 1886 occurs tMs passage:
So we sat dow n on the sunny dyke,
“ Shocks of earthquakes in the seventyW here the white pond lilies teeter,
seventh degree of west longitude may be
And I went fishing, like quaint old Ike,
looked for. Great thunderstorms and
And she like Simon P eter.
waves of intense heat w ill pass over the
All noon I lay in the light o f her eyes,
States. There will be great excitement in
And dreamily w atched and waited;
America.” In 1886 shocks of earthquake
The fish w ere cunning and would not rise,
rer -hed North and South Carolina on the
And the baiter alone was baited.
night of Aug. 81, between longitude 76
And, when the time for departure cam e,
and 78 west, and the heat was intense,
The bag was flat as a flounder;
many lives being lost.
But Bessie had neatly hooked her gam e—
In 1858 Zadkiel put forth the following
A hundred-and-eighty-pounder.
prediction as to the future of Louis Napo
leon:
“ Let him not dream of lasting honors,
Dallas.
power or prosperity. He shall found no
Mrs. Frank Oakes has gone to Madison, dynasty, he shall wear no durable crown,
to work this winter.
but in the midst of deeds of blood and
William Walker of Phillips, fisited slaughter, with affrighted Europe trem
bling beneath the weight of his daring
relatives in Dallas last week.
•
martial hosts, he descends beneath the
Geo. E. Collins, Clias. H. Adams and heavy hand of fate and falls to riso no
James Brackett have gone to work for more.”
It is undoubtedly true that in three hor
J. B. Marble in Rangeley.
oscopes taken by different men entirely
Lovel Nile and his wife have returned independent of each other a bloody ending
home from Haines Landing, where .they was predicted for the emperor, but only
have been working this summer.
Zadkiel foretold the extinction of the dy
nasty.
In the horoscope of Lincoln and Garfield
Sandy R ive r P lantation.
the malific planets Mars and Saturn ruled
A small camp is being built at the out their house of life. When their end came,
and in a marked degree the history and
let of Long Pond.
career of the Bourbon family corresponded
J.
B. Wells has completed his cottage.with the state of the heavens at their
It is 12x26 feet in size.
births, according to the theories of astrol
George H. Moores bought the Marden ogy.
A belief that human events are affected
farm, which lies along the east shore of
Long Pond, and has taken the right by tho stars was accepted by many of the
ablest minds. Wallenstein died at the very
course to get a lot of neighbors. He lias moment when he thought the danger past.
put lots for cottages at a reasonable sum Ho had the astrologer’s reading of the stars
and has found purchasers for quite a num in his hand as he was struck down.
Goethe begins his autobiography with
ber, and tw o have already built on them.
‘ •
He is making a road, that will leave the his “ Nativity.”
“ On the 29th of August, 1749, at mid
main road at the head of the pond and
will continue round just back of the lots day as the clock struck 12, I came into the
world at Frankfort-on-the-Main. My hor
sold. As a result there will probably be oscope was propitious. The sun stood in
a dozen or more cottages there another the signs of the Virgin and had culminat
year.
ed for the day. Jupiter and Venus looked
on him with a friendly eye, and Mercury
not adversely, while Saturn and Mars kept
Sure Proof.
Skinner: “ Did I ever tell you of the themselves indifferent. The moon alone,
just full, exerted the power of her reflec
great sport I had on one of the little tion all the more, as she had then reached
lakesnp in Maine? No? Well, sir; in the her planetary hour. She opposed herself
course of half an hour I caught fifty trout, therefore to ihy birth, which could not be
some of them twenty inches long and all accomplished until the hour was passed.
of them over a foot. But as luck would These good aspects, which the astrologer
have it, I lost every one of them over managed subsequently to reckon very au
spicious for me, may have been the cause
board coming ashore.”
of my preservation, for through tho un
W alton: “ And I can swear to the truth
kindness of the midwife I came into tho
of what Skinner says, for I saw' him world as dead, and only after various efforts
when he came ashore, and there wasn’ t a was I enabled to see the light.”
single fish in the boa t.” —Boston Transcript.
But this, of course, is dry humor.
In all horoscopes the happy life and for
tune of the subject depends mainly on the
Mrs. Thompson Shoots a Deer.
friendly aspects of Venus and Jupiter,
E ustis, Me., Oct. 11, (Special).—Hunters while the sl^ns of the zodiac give strength
are out in force now, and deer are being and disposition.
The Writer can recall here in 4;his city a
brought in in large numbers.
remarkable caso in which the nativity of
Mrs. D. S. Thompson shot a fine deer
two people was taken and the curious re
near Camp Pleasant, Barnard Pond, Oct. sult that followed. About 1838 a man
9th. Mr. Thompson also secured one the namec} Hague practiced astrology in this
same day. M. P. Scribner, guide.
city. He was a man of learning and much
Fred Davis shot a nice deer, Oct. 10th, respected, having many distinguished peo
ple for his patrons. He mado the nativity
near Eustis.
S kid .

;
_ _
3H T o r
for two infants, cousins,-and although the
time of their birth varied.pnly eight hours
their destinies were widely‘‘divided. One
promised to be a favorite of fortune, the
Other’s fate was marked by trouble, ap
parently coming about his majority. One
prospered as soon as lie entered life; tho
other was wild and reckless, went to Cali
fornia and fell in a brawl in his twentysecond year, but he was, curiously enough,
the one on whose birth fortune was pro
sumed to shine, and his cousin falsified
his sinister predictions by prospering be
yond the usual lot of man.
There is scarcely an intelligent human
being who does not recognizo the element
called “ luck” in shaping our destinies.
There is a family in Philadelphia that
has been rich since 1830, and tho third
generation is now basking in luxuries
won for them by a “ fluke” as pronounced
as winning in the lottery. There was a
firm here of three partners, doing a large
western business. Two of them were ex
cellent business men, the other a mere
dead weight, and his partners resolved to
get rid of him. So they dissolved the firm,
and taking the cash and bills receivable
made him take his share in 100 acres of
land in the northern part of the town site
of Cincinnati. He kicked, but was bullied
into compliance. So they made a new
partnership, went on getting richer and
richer, while the other partner was mak
ing a poor living trucking on his city
land. Then times changed. Lots in Cin
cinnati began to sell; the rich partners
failed and died poor, while their victim
grew into a millionaire. No forethought
or sagacity could have under the circum
stances brought about such a result.

ADVANTAGES OF SEA POWER.
An English View of the American Navy
In the Civil War.
Spenser Wilkinson illustrates the ex
traordinary influence of sea power by a
reference to the American civil war. The
ordinary man might suppose that in a civil
war, at any rate, sea power was not a ma
terial factor, and that there, if anywhere,
land considerations alone decided the
struggle. Yet this was not really the case.
After showing how much the Danes were
able to do against Germany, owing to their
possession of sea power, Mr. Wilkinson
proceeds:
‘ 1The second war illustrates not the help
which the command of the sea gives to "tho
weaker military power, but the terrific
force which it adds to tho stronger. It is
the American civil war. The usual ex
planation of this war is that the north was
able to overcome the south by the superior
numbers of its armies. But this is less
than half the truth. The south was beaten
because, as it had no fleet, the north com
manded the sea. Lee was never beaten in
battle except when he invaded the north
ern states. In Virginia he repulsed every
attack made upon him until a fow days
before the end. Grant and Sherman f c the
west defeated Confederate armies, Grant
gaining possession in 1862 and 1863 of the
upper half of the Mississippi, and Farragut with his fleet conquering the lower
half.
“ The conquest of the Mississippi cut the
Confederacy in two and deprived tho prin
cipal eastern half of the resources of the
states west of the river. Grant then de
feated the Confederate army at Chatta
nooga and left Sherman in 1864 to push on
into the heart of the Confederate states, to
Atlanta, the chief railway center of the
south. The decisive blow, in a military
sense, was inflicted by Sherman when he
marchod from Atlanta to Savannah, and
then from Savannah right through the
seaboard states to Baleigh in North Caro
lina.
‘ ‘ This great raid was possible only be
cause Sherman was certain when he
reached the sea to find a Federal fleet from
which ho could draw supplies, and which
would then be a sure base for him as he
advanced northward parallel with the
coast. The decisive military blow, there
fore, depended on the fleet. Grant’ s army,
too, was always during his campaigns
against Lee supplied by the sea. Even
these advantages would have led to no de
cisive result had it not been for the block
ade of the Confederate coasts. As soon as
the war began the blockade was pro
claimed. The Federal navy, small at the
outset, was rapidly increased, and by the
end of 1862 the blockade was effective
along all the 2,400 miles of coast from the
Potomac to the Rio Grando. By the block
ade the south was starved.’ ’-—London
Spectator.
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RANGELEY LAKES

The King’ s Daughters will hold a hullThe Junior Christian Endeavor Society
will give a basket social in the vestry of corn supper, in Furbish Hall, next Satur
the church, next Wednesday evening at day evening.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Elliott Russell is in Phillips for a few 7.30. The entertainment will consist of
Saturday, O ct. 19, Regular m eeting Rangeley days.
Capt. Barker has a lot of doors and sash
recitations, music and dialogues by the at the station, for his new cottage to be
Commandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden
N.
B.
Beal,
of
Phillips,
was
in
town
children.
No
admittance
fee.
The
money
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
built at the Birches.
received from sale of baskets, will go
W ednesday p. m.. O ct. 23, Regular m eeting Friday.
A movement is being started by our
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
Geo. Currier, of Farmington, was in towards buying supplies for the Society.
town Tuesday.
It is a fact that many good items are merchants to close their stores tw o even
Society Notes, Phillips.
ings out of the week, from the first of
Harry F. Beedy, Esq., of Phillips, was lost to newspapers every week by the
November till about the first of March.
Monday, Nov. 3, Regular m eeting Mt. Abram
modesty
of
the
people
who
fail
to
tell
the
Lodge, N o. 65, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates in town this week.
This will be a fine thing, and will give the
B lock.
The “ sing” will be held Friday evening editor of the things concerning themselves. merchants and clerks a chance to be home
The
right
way
to
do
it
is
to
stop
him
on
Tuesday, Oct. 21, Mt. Saddleback L odge, I. O. with Mrs. McCard.
the street or any place you may happen to with their families.
O. F „ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Stephen Hubley was up from Indian meet him and tell him you have been on a
W ednesday, Oct. 30, Regular Communlcaion.
Blue Mountain L odge, N o. 67, F. & A . M., Rock, the first of the week.
visit, have relatives or friends visiting
P H IL L IP S LO C A LS .
at Masonic Hall. Installation.
Linemen have been at work this week on you, that your wife entertained company
Thursday, Oct. 17, Regular m eeting Cushman the telegraph wire to Rangeley.
—or anything that is any way a matter of
Charlie Blanchard is working on the
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
Leslie Janell, of Lisbon Falls, has taken news. We are always on the lookout for Sandy River railroad.
7.30 P. M.
news, and would like your help to get it.
Thursday O ct. 17, Regular m eeting W om an's a rent in George Young’s house.
D.
F. Field went to Boston, Saturday,
Harry Dennison, the obliging baggage
R elief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
John Haley, Esq., is much improved
to attend the Harvard Law School.
Saturday, N ov. 2, N orth Franklin Grange, N o. in health. He is now able to sit up.
master on the P. & R. road is usually
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Will Butler has recently purchased a
Conductor Smith of Phillips, bought a very quiet and reserved, it is only on rare
Saturday, N ov. 26, Regular m eeting Phillips
occasions that he is otherwise. One day young Alclayone colt of G. A. French.
.wagon
of
Huntoon
&
Oakes,
Tuesday,
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold
this season, however, was an exception.
The Congregationalists (Social Union)
en Cross. Bates Hall.
Mrs. Natt Ellis leaves Monday for Lew A t Rangeley a trunk was passed in to his
have a Jack O’Lantern Sociable at Bates
iston, where she will spend the winter.
car and packed away with a large number
The work on hotel point is going along of others. Just before the train started a Hall, next Friday evening.
briskly. The kitchen is up and boarded very officious man stepped in and looking
Mrs. Mary L. Carr, of South Norridgein.
wock, was elected President of the State
over
the
stack
of
trunks,
asked
in
a
rather
Charles Soule has just received from
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Whorff have been commanding tone, if his “ trunk was on Rebekah Lodge, at the annual convention
Bangor a nice 16 ft canoe.
at Phillips and Farmington for a few board all right?” The accommodating in Portland, Monday. Mrs. Carr is the
W ork on the new hotel makes Rangeley
railroad man asked to see the check, wife of Clarence L. Carr, a former Phillips
days.
about as lively as during the season.
G. A. Proctor, Esq., is having built an which was shown, and after much climb boy. R angeley L akes extends con
The ditch for the water from the Rangegratulations.
addition to his store. “ The business de ing and searching, it was found and
ley Mineral Spring to the New Hotel is
pointed
out.
The
officious
personage
said
mands it.”
The Blue Ribbon Army gave aUoncert
nearly completed.
“ All right, I always keep my eye on my in the Union church, Sunday evening,
Mrs. W. L. Butler plans on going to
trunk.” A t Dead River Station, was a Oct. 13, under the superintendency of Mrs.
Charlie Russell, of Farmington, was
New York for a few weeks, the latter part
similar performance, the passenger getting M. J. Fultz. This society was organized
on the train as express messenger while
of the month,
much in the way and, as previously, re Aug. 8th. Its object is to “ educate the
Mr. Churchill was moving his family
Mrs. Eugene Soule is confined to her marking, ‘ ‘I always keep my trunk under
here.
youth in the principles and practices of
home by illness. Mrs. Sarah Soule is my eye.” A t Redington it was worse,
John D. Huntoon, superintendent for
true Bible temperance.”
The triple
staying with her.
a few trunks were put off, and the trunk pledge is strictly enjoined upon each mem
F. S. Dickson, Esq., is digging a well up
Next Wednesday evening at 7.30 o ’clock, man was on hand looking them over, and ber. The following programme was
on the hill above the Den Soule house, on
the south shore of the lake, to obtain pure Rev. H. W. Small will hold a gospel pompously saying, “ You haven’ t put my rendered Sunday evening. The members
trunk off here have you?” A civil “ No of the Army marched (to music) into the
service in the school-house in Dallas.
water for Maneskootuk.
sir,” was the response. When Phillips church, clothed in regalia. Marching
C.
S.
Ayer,
Esq.,
of
Augusta,
for
so
I.
R. Greene, of Coplin, was in town
was reached the trunk fiend appeared in Song, solo, children joining in chorus.
Saturday, He has engaged A. J. Haley, many years the Maine Farmer’ s cheerful
the baggage car as soon as the train came Call to order; 23rd Psalm repeated in con
the well known contractor and builder to agent, made us a pleasant call, last Satur
to a full stop. It was getting rather cert, followed by the Lord’s Prayer; Read
day.
make plans and specifications for an addi
tiresome for our quiet friend, and after ing of Minutes, by Sec.; Singing by choir,
tion to his farm-house. Work to begin
Ernest Haley and Wm. H. McKeen, of
holding a trunk several times to keep from “ The Brighter D ay;” Responsive reading
early in the spring.
Phillips, and Dan. Smith, of Madrid, are
hitting the man, he askedr “ What do you
On*the day of a recent excursion, this working for Andrew Haley, on the new want now?” “ I want to see that you do from Catechism; Prayer by Mr. Ed.
Wheeler; Reading of lesson from Cate
office required help in the press room and hotel.
not put my trunk off by mistake,” said
Freeman Tibbetts is finishing off the the man. “ Why should I put it off here chism, on Alcohol and Tobacco; Singing,
hung out a card “ Feeders Wanted.” A
hungry excursionist read it and walked in, interior of his handsome house on Main when it is checked through?” said the by choir, “ The Sparkling Rill;” Story by
asking for something to eat. The fore street.. The plasterers have been at work baggage man, getting warmer, “ I think Miss May Parlin, “ Little Bertie,” Sing
ing, by choir, “ The Right shall prevail;”
man “ took ” at once and brought him a this week.
I have some idea of my part of the busi Rec., Miss Cynthia Wing—“ Dare to say
dish of “ pie” that the “ devil” had just
Miss Lucy Marble, who has been at ness.” “ Oh no doubt, but I always keep
Letter Exercise by the Army;
made. The hungry man then took a school in Portsmouth, N. H., is home for my trunk under my eye when traveling,” N o;”
Pledge
and
song; Story by Miss Earn"cigar from his pocket and passed it a week’ s vacation. She will return this said the passenger'in a surly tone. “ You
estine Davis, “ How we g ot Ned to sign;”
around.
week.
ought to have been born an elephant,” Solo, by Miss Wheeler—“ Wtiere is my
Ned Churchill is back at his old place in
Wm. and Jos. Tibbetts have just re said the now sarcastic trunk smasher, wandering boy?” Rec., by Herbert Pres
the express car from Farmington to turned from Boston, where they have “ and then you would have had your in cott—“ No place for the boys;” The Gos
Rangeley. B. A. Moulton, who was mes been with a fine horse owned by a Mr. fernal old trunk under your eye all the pel vs. the Saloon; Singing, by quartette,
senger during the summer, has been trans Porter, who has a camp at Dodge Pond.
time.” Then there was a roar from the “ Touch not the cup;” Wine and Water
ferred to the Mountain Division of the
crowd that had gathered, and the trunk exercise, by the Misses Cynthia Wing,
R
angeley
L
akes
I
s
pleased
to
note
that
Maine Central, his run being from P ort
man was not seen about the baggage car Elma Byron, Earnestine Davis, Louise
Grant is so much improved in again.
land to Bartlett. We are sorry to miss Mrs.
A tw ood and Genie Davis, Masters Her
Mr. Moulton, who is a very pleasant and health, that she was able to ride out in a
A m o n g recen t rea l e s ta te tra n sfers o f bert Prescott, Harry Bates, Leon Hoar,
carriage
Wednesday.
It
is
her
first
outing
obliging young man, but are glad to wel
in terest t o th is se ctio n are the fo llo w in g : Chester Wing;*Rec., by Miss May Fultz,
for ten weeks.
come back Mr. Churchill.
Dallas PI.—W . A. B rackett o f Rangeley to “ Poor House Nan;” Remarks, followed by
Edgar Hinkley, while trying to catch a Alonzo Hinkley o f Rangeley, land. $80 (quit).
Prof. Austin on Scientific temperance,
■•How would the farmers of Rangeley en
horse, Tuesday, accidentally injured a leg; Sandy River PL—A aron Marden o f Farming- and public sentiment.; Also by Mr. Hesjoy selling their products at these prices,
and it is said that if he recovers its nor ton to G. II. & H. B. M oores o f Madrid, premi cock, Rev. Wm. H. Fultz, Mr. E. Wheeler
which are quoted from the market reports
mal use within a month, he can consider ses, $500 (war.).
and Mrs. Fultz; Closing song, by choir,
of a Canadian town of 6000 inhabitants.
Phillips—Jennie M. Smith to Mabel Hoyt,
himself fortunate.
Butter sold at 16c. to 18c. per pound; eggs,
premises, $900 (w ar.); Harry E. B atchelder to “ Turn A w ay.”
John Holman, who is working for A. B. Geo. G. Batchelder, premises, $100 (w ar.).
11c. to 12c. per doz.; chickens, 30c. to 40c.
Kingfield—Harry O. Cross and Forest Cross
per pair; turkeys, 10c. per pound; Grover at the steam mill, spent Sunday in
Redingtoti.
tomatoes, 25c. per basket; honey, 5c. per Avon. Mr. Holman will soon commence (by gua.) to Fred W . Cross, premises, $100
There was quite a snow storm at this
(gua.);
E.
C.
Williamson
to
Kingfield
&
Dead
operations
at
his
mill
in
Madrid,
where
pound; farmer’ s ham, 9c. to 10c. per pound;
place Tuesday afternoon. Wednesday
lamb, Tc. to 8c. per pound; potatoes, 45c. he expects to saw between 200,000 and River R. R. Co., land. $200 (w ar.); Chas. H.
Simmons to same, land, $8 (w ar.); Franklin morning the trees on Sluice hill were
300,000 feet of lumber this winter.
per bag. (a bushel and a half.)
County Savings Bank to A . V . Hinds, interest white with snow.
Railroad
Commissioners
Chadborn in premises, $431 (quit); John F. B atchelder to
Here's an easy one for grocery clerks
Alec Matthews, the well known and
and Danforth inspected the Phillips & Kingfield & Dead River R. R. Co., land, $1
and others: A woman brings a basket of
Rangeley R. R. Friday. They came in on (w ar.); Geo. McMullen to same, land, $1 (w a r ); much liked landlord, of Phillips, says that
eggs to Rangeley for sale. Upon being
a special, took dinner at the Rangeley M. D. Lander to H. P, Dander, interest in on Oct. 14, 1890, snow fell at Redington to
asked how many she has, she replies: “ If I
Lake House, and went to Phillips ahead of premises $1 (quit); Chas. W . F rench to A lbert the depth of eight inches, and that it did
take the eggs out of the basket tw o at a
the afternoon freight. ‘ From Phillips they Mead, interest in premises. $12.47 (quit); Chas. not all leave till the next spring. He also
time I have one egg left. If I take them
H. Simmons to Chas. W . Curtis, premises. $100 says that the next day the first freight
drove to Kingfield.
out three at a time I have one egg left. If
(war.).
train was run over the road to this place.
G.
A.
Proctor
is
quite
a
bicyclist.
He
• Rangeley—Chas. F. Quimby to tow n o f
I take them out four at a time I have
one egg left. If I take them out five at a guides his bike with one hand and rides Rangeley, land, val. con. (quit).
%
BORN.
L etter E PL—Chas. H. Crossman to W aldo
time I have one egg left. If I take them erect, while tn his other hand is often seen
out six at a time I have one egg left. If I a bundle or heavy thing of some sort. Pettingill o f Rumford, land, $1 (w ar.); Chas. E.
Rangeley, Oct. 12, to the w ife o f Frem ont
Crossman to same, land, $1 (w ar.); Mary T.
take them out seven at a time I have none The other day he had two heavy pick-axes
Kimball, a daughter. 9Ibs. 2 oz.
’Crossman to same, land, $100 (quit).
left in the basket.” How many eggs had in one hand when he rode through the
A von—F oed W ells to N. E. Wells, yt homeRedington, O ct. 11, to w ife oi Mr. J. Lestreets with apparent ease.
she in the basket ?
sted farm, $850 (w ar.).
Pointe, a daughter; weight 12 lbs.

AM ON G T H E O R D E R S .

Mrs. Chas. Haley is very ill.

Quite a lively snow storm Tuesday.

Local Paragraphs.*I.

